
Hampshire/University of Minnesota induction magnetometer,
decreased sharply at the same time.

Figure 2 (page 237) shows the 30-megahertz riometer absorp-
tion data and the fluxgate magnetometer data [horizontal (H)
and east-west (D) components] accompanying the event of fig-
ure 1. These data were obtained by the University of Maryland
and Bell Laboratories. Because the precipitated electrons that
produce the X-rays also produce enhanced D-region ionization,
the absorption profile of figure 2(a) is virtually the same as the
profile of X-ray counting rate in figure 1(b). As is indicated in
figure 2(c), when transmissions cease (arrow) there is an almost
immediate reduction of rapid modulations in the D component.
Within 10 minutes there is a 50-nanotesla (nT) increase in H
[figure 2(b)] and 0.1-decibel (dB) decrease of absorption to the
nearly quiet-day level before increasing again. The changing
nature of the magnetic variations probably is due mainly to
changes of ionospheric conductivity caused by the precipitation
effects.

A second example of transmitter influence on electron pre-
cipitation is illustrated by the riometer and fluxgate magne-
tometer data presented in figure 3 (page 237; data collected on 12
February 1980). This figure depicts the case where the principal
absorption effect (a) is an increase of 0.13 decibels beginning
with the onset of transmissions, followed by a recovery to the
preexisting level beginning with the termination of transmis-
sions. The recovery is essentially complete after a time approx-
imately equal to the duration of the transmission sequence,
which had the same format as that used in the event of figure 1.

In this event the absorption profile (ignoring noise spikes) is
rather smooth, even though there is a significant enhancement
of long-period magnetic pulsation activity, principally in the D

component [figure 3(c)], initiated at the onset of transmissions.
The global magnetic disturbance level was extremely quiet (au-
roral electrojet indices of less than 30 nanotesla) for ± 3 hours
around this time. Thus, it seems highly unlikely that the riome-
ter response could have been related to even minor substorm
activity.

As shown here and in other events studied, it is not uncom-
mon for there to be a delay in the onset of ionospheric effects
relative to the onset of transmissions and/or a persistence of
effects for some minutes beyond the termination of transmis-
sions. As a possible interpretation, we note that the Siple VLF

signal in space is not confined to magnetic flux tubes that extend
into the magnetosphere from the immediate vicinity of Siple. In
particular, magnetic flux tubes as far as 30 degrees to the west of
Siple at the same magnetic latitude can be affected (Bell, man,
and Helliwell 1981). As a consequence of the eastward azimuthal
drift of trapped electrons in the geomagnetic field, the effect of
transmitter-induced perturbations of the electron population
on flux tubes to the west of Siple would be seen at Siple some-
what later. Calculations of the expected location of wave-particle
interaction regions, based on observed time delays and reason-
able estimates of electron energy, appear to support this model.
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Very-low-frequency (VLF) wave-injection experiments involv-
ing the Siple Station VLF transmitter have been carried out in the
past few years in order to gain knowledge of the mechanisms
through which energetic particles from the Earth's radiation
belts interact with coherent VLF waves in the magnetosphere
(Bell, man, and Helliwell 1981; Helliwell and Katsufrakis 1974).
This knowledge is essential if we are to understand the pro-
cesses that govern the lifetime of energetic particles in the
Earth's radiation environment.

Although most of the scientific data concerning the wave-
injection experiments has been acquired at ground stations (no-
tably, at Roberval Station, Canada, which is magnetically conju-
gate to Siple Station), in situ satellite measurements have been
very important in determining the properties of both the in-
jected VLF waves and the interacting particles in the regions
where the interactions take place (Bell and man 1981). In the
past, data acquired on both high- and low-altitude satellites
have indicated that most important VLF wave-particle interac-
tions were taking place at high altitudes close to the magnetic
equatorial plane. However, recent low-altitude VLF wave-injec-
tion experiments involving the Siple Station VLF transmitter, the
Omega navigational transmitter in North Dakota, and the three
satellites isis-I, isis-Il (Canadian), and ISEE-1 (United States) have
demonstrated the existence of a new phenomenon: initially
narrowband (approximately 1 hertz) signals from ground-based
VLF transmitters undergo a significant frequency bandwidth
increase as they propagate through regions where energetic
electron precipitation is thought to take place. The effect has
been observed at satellite altitudes in the range 700-3,000 kilo-
meters, and both upgoing and downgoing signals can show the
effect. The affected transmitter signals lie in the range 4-20
kilohertz, and the frequency bandwidth increase can reach a
value as high as 10 percent of the nominal frequency of the input
signal. The bandwidth increase occurs only in the presence of
impulsive VLF hiss and/or a lower-hybrid-resonance (LHR) noise
band (Laaspere, Johnson, and Semprebon 1971) with an irregu-
lar lower cutoff frequency, and only for signals whose frequen-
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Example of the frequency-bandwidth increase effect as observed in
Sipie Station transmitter signals. The data were acquired on the
I5EE4 satellite on 8 February 1982. The upper panel shows a spectro-
gram of the received signals, and the lower panel shows the formal
of the signals as actually transmitted. The received pulses have a
bandwidth In the range 100-200 hertz, approximately two orders of
magnitude larger than their bandwidth at transmission.

cy lies above the local LHR frequency at the satellite location.
Dispersion in the components of the affected pulses suggests
that the bandwidth increases may result from a Doppler shift
effect in which the initial signal scatters due to plasma density
irregularities at low altitude and couples into quasi-electrostatic
modes of short wavelength. The large Doppler shift associated
with these short-wavelength modes produces a significant in-
crease in the bandwidth of the signal as observed on a moving
satellite. Since impulsive VLF hiss and irregular LHR noise bands
have been linked to energetic (energy < 1 kiloelectronvolts)
electron precipitation, it appears likely that the irregularities
that scatter the injected signals are produced by the precipitat-
ing electrons.

The bandwidth increase effect was observed first in signals
from the Omega navigational transmitter as these signals prop-
agated upward to the ISEE-1 and isis-I and -II satellites at low
altitude in the Northern Hemisphere. However, recent ISEE

satellite observations of Siple Station transmitter signals in the
Northern Hemisphere have shown that the effect can occur in
downgoing signals as well. An example of this behavior is
shown in the figure, where the upper panel shows the downgo-
ing, increased bandwidth signals from the Siple Station trans-
mitter and the bottom panel shows the format of the signals as
actually transmitted. In this example, the bandwidth of the
transmitter pulses ranges from 100 to 200 hertz, which is ap-
proximately two orders of magnitude larger than the nominal
bandwidth (approximately 1 hertz) of these pulses.

A new set of experiments is under way in which transmis-
sions from Siple Station to the isis satellites are made while the
satellites are in the Southern Hemisphere close to the zenith
over Siple Station. One main purpose of these experiments is to
study in detail the dependence of the bandwidth increase effect
on the amplitude and frequency of the injected waves.

This research was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration under grants NAS5-25744 and NGL-05-020-
008.
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During the 1980-81 antarctic summer, a sounding rocket cam-
paign was conducted at Siple Station for the purpose of making
in situ measurements of ionospheric plasma above the very-
low-frequency (VLF) transmitter. VLF transmissions from Siple
are known to be amplified in the magnetosphere under some
geophysical conditions (Helliwell and Katsufrakis 1974). One
goal of the sounding rocket campaign was to measure the power
radiated from the Siple transmitter and injected into the

ionosphere. This number is important as a boundary condition
for theories of VLF wave amplification (Helliwell and Crystal
1973; Sudan and Ott 1971). All three Nike-Tomahawk sounding
rockets were launched successfully from Siple under a variety of
geophysical conditions. During the upleg of the last flight
(flight 18.205, 10 January 1981), the Siple transmitter broadcast a
continuous tone as the rocket entered the ionosphere. We de-
scribe here measurements of the continuous tone as it passed
through the neutral atmosphere into the ionosphere.

Within the neutral atmosphere, the transmitted Siple VLF

signal propagates as a plane-polarized, vacuum-mode wave.
However, within the ionosphere it propagates as a right-hand-
polarized, whistler-mode wave. In the latter case, the dielectric
constant is asymmetric and frequency-dependent; for large-
amplitude signals it can also be nonlinear. To enter the
ionosphere, the Siple transmission must pass from the vacuum
mode to the whistler mode. During the transition the signal is
severely attenuated.

The 18.205 rocket trajectory during the upleg is shown in
figure 1. Nose cone tip ejection occurred at 65 kilometers alti-
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